Dear Candidate,
Thank you for your interest for collaboration with
us.
All positions we offer are live-in positions. The
family is responsible to offer the Au Pair a separate
room as accomodation, all bills included. The Au
Pair will not have to pay utilities. Au Pair will
receive all meals.
We place long term au pairs - periods between 6-12
months - and also summer au pairs - up to 3
months(available only between June and
September)
We place three types of au pair:
Basic Au Pair
A basic Au Pair is a person aged between 18 and 27 years old, with a low to
intermediate level of English. They have childcare experience, mainly babysitting,
with children aged 4-12+ years old. They can be drivers or non-drivers. In most of the
cases, they experience the Au Pair Programme for the first time.
A basic Au Pair will work 25 hours per week. In exchange they will get
accommodation and meals from host-family and pocket money will be at least £75
per week.
Au Pair Plus
The main differences between a basic Au Pair and an Au Pair plus are:
- they have experience with children over 2 years old, mainly babysitting.
- the level of English – from intermediate to good
- they might have experienced the Au Pair Programme before

- weekly working hours are 35
- minimum pocket money is £95 per week
Mother’s help
A mother’s help is a person aged over 23 years old, with an intermediate to excellent
level of English. They can be drivers or non-drivers. They are experienced with all
age groups of children and can be left in the sole charge of a baby.
They will work 40 to 45 hours per week and their minimum pocket money starts from
£140 up.
As these positions involve more hours of work ( and more payment), is is highly
unlikely the candidates will be able to attend English classes. Hence, we recommend
that the candidates applying for these positions should have a minimum Intermediate
level of English.
A complete file should contain:
- Registration form
- Dear family letter
- Photo
- 2 references (at least one related to childcare of any type).
- Police check
- Medical certificate

Childcare Duties - these are examples, please consider them as such:
- help getting the children ready for nursery/school in the morning: get them dressed,
help with toiletting, prepare breakfast
- take them to/from nursery/school
- prepare and feed the children lunch
- take them in the park/activities etc.
- spend time with them: play games, supervise homework, keep them entertained
- help with bathing and putting the children to sleep
As basic au pairs and au pairs plus do not have extended childcare experience - it
sometimes can be only babysitting experience - we do not recommend that they are
left in the sole charge of young children for prolonged periods of time (for example
all the 5/7 hours they work per day).
For children under 2 years old, we highly recommend mother's helps candidates, as
they have more childcare experience and they are ready to undertake the
responsibility of caring for babies/toddlers in sole carge.
List of housework duties accepted as “light housework”
- Washing dishes, including loading and unloading dishwasher
- Preparing simple meals for children
- Keeping kitchen clean & tidy, including sweeping & mopping the floors
- Loading and unloading laundry into washing machine
- Ironing for children
- Putting washed clothes away
- Vacuuming
- Dusting
- Making and changing children’s beds
- Cleaning children’s bathroom
- Everything to do with keeping their own room / bathroom clean and tidy
- Light shopping (not the household shopping)
- Walking and feeding pets
- Emptying bins
Please do not hesitate to contact .
Alina Grydasova
+48 728 888 290 ag@jdmgroup.pl

